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List of acronyms
ADF Amsterdam Density Functional theory program package
ALDA adiabatic local density approximation [functional]
AO atomic orbital
BLA bond length alternation
BP Becke-Perdew [functional]
CASPTn nth-order complete active space perturbation theory
CASSCF complete active space self-consistent field [model]
CCn coupled-cluster [rank] n [hybrid model]
CCSD coupled-cluster singles-doubles-and-triples [model]
CCSD(T) CCSD with approximate triples correction
CEDA common energy denominator approximation
CI configuration-interaction [model]
CIS CI singles [method]
CPHF coupled-perturbed Hartree-Fock [model]
DFT density-functional theory
DIIS direct inversion in the iterative subspace [method]
DZP double-zeta with one polarization function [basis]
EOM-CCSDT-3 equation-of-motion coupled-cluster singles-doubles-and-triples [model]
where an iterative method is used for the triple excitations
ET even-tempered [basis]
ET-pVQZ ET of quadruple-zeta quality
ET-QZ3P-1Diffuse ET quadruple-zeta with three polarization functions and one set of diffuse
STOs
GGA generalized gradient approximation
HF Hartree-Fock [model]
HOMO highest occupied molecular orbital
HPT harmonic potential theorem
KLI Krieger-Li-Iafrate [functional]
KS Kohn-Sham
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LB94 Van Leeuwen-Baerends [functional]
LCAO linear combination of atomic orbitals
LDA local density approximation
LUMO lowest unoccupied molecular orbital
MPn nth-order Møller-Plesset [perturbation theory]
MRMP multireference Møller-Plesset [perturbation theory]
MRMP2 nth-order MRMP
MRSDCI multireference singles-and-doubles CI [model]
NCT Nifosì-Conti-Tosi [parameterization]





PDI point dipole interaction [model]
PE polyethylene









SAOP statistical averaging of (model) orbital potentials
SCF self-consistent field [model]
SMA Small-matrix approximation
SOPPA Second-order polarization propagator approximation
SOS sum-over-states
STO Slater-type orbital
TDCDFT time-dependent current-density-functional theory
TDDFT time-dependent density-functional theory
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TDHF time-dependent Hartree-Fock
TZ2P triple-zeta plus two polarization functions [basis]
TZP triple-zeta plus polarization function [basis]
TZP+ TZP with additional first-order field-induced polarization functions
VK Vignale-Kohn [functional]
VWN Vosko-Wilk- Nusair [parameterization]
xc exchange-correlation

